We conduct principal stratification and mediation analysis to investigate to what extent the positive overall effect of treatment on postoperative pain control is mediated by postoperative self administration of intra-venous analgesia by patients in a prospective, randomized, double-blind study. Using the Bayesian approach for inference, we estimate both associative and dissociative principal strata effects arising in principal stratification, as well as natural effects from mediation analysis. We highlight that principal stratification and mediation analysis focus on different causal estimands, answer different causal questions, and involve different sets of structural assumptions.
INTRODUCTION
Principal stratification analysis and casual mediation analysis are two ways to conceptualize the mediating role of an intermediate variable in the causal pathways between treatment and outcome. Nevertheless, they are often viewed as competing frameworks. One exception is VanderWeele (2008) , who shows the relationships between them from a theoretical point of view. However, VanderWeele (2008) provides little insight on the substantive differences between principal stratification analysis and mediation analysis. Mealli and Mattei (2012) further investigate such relationships, although they do not provide empirical examples.
In this article, we aim to fill this gap, using a prospective, randomized, double-blind study concerning the effect of preoperative oral administration of morphine sulphate on postoperative pain relief as a motivating example. The study, in the sequel referred to as "the morphine study", involved adult patients who were undergoing an elective open colorectal abdominal surgery. Patients were randomized to receive, before surgery, the experimental treatment or an active placebo and the outcome of primary interest was postoperative pain intensity, measured using a visual analogue scale (VAS). According to the medical guidelines for pain control, after surgery patients received an Intra-Venous Patient Controlled Analgesia (IV-PCA) system programmed to give off fixed doses of morphine sulphate upon patient demand (see Borracci and others, 2013, for details) .
The number of self-administered doses of morphine sulphate is a post-treatment intermediate variable lying on the causal pathway between the treatment (preoperative medication) and pain intensity. Then, the question is how to extricate, from one another, the channeled (indirect) effect mediated through postoperative self-administration of morphine sulphate, and the un-channeled (direct) effect. In this article, we use principal stratification and mediation analysis to get some information on the part of the effect of the treatment on the outcome that is channeled by the intermediate variable.
The role of principal stratification and mediation analysis in dealing with issues concerning causal mechanisms has often fired up heated discussions in the causal community. In this article, we aim to smooth these controversies over, by highlighting that mediation analysis and principal stratification analysis generally focus on different causal estimands, answer different questions and involve different sets of assumptions, which lead to the use of the information provided by the data in a substantially different way. Principal stratification focuses on causal effects for specific sub-populations named principal strata. Mediation analysis focuses on disentangling un-channeled and channeled effects, which are generally defined at the individual level and averaged over the whole population.
We use a parametric approach, specifying models for potential outcomes conditional on principal stratum membership in principal stratification analysis, and linear structural models in mediation analysis. We adopt a Bayesian approach for inference (e.g. Rubin, 1978) . The Bayesian paradigm appears to be a natural and appealing approach to compare results from a principal stratification analysis and a mediation analysis, which involve different sets of assumptions with diverse inferential implications. Depending on the assumptions, causal estimands are fully or partially identified. Following Gustafson (2010) , a target parameter is said to be fully identified if multiple values of the parameter "cannot correspond to the same distribution of observables", and to be partially identified if "it cannot be consistently estimated, but the possible set of values for the target which are consistent with the observed data law is smaller than the a priori set of possible values (at least for some such laws, if not all)". In Bayesian terms, this means that the support of the marginal posterior distribution of a partially identified parameter is asymptotically smaller than the corresponding prior support, but larger than a single value. In finite samples, posterior distributions of partially identified parameters usually have substantial region of flatness. This feature is called weakly identifiability (e.g., Hirano and others, 2000) . The Bayesian approach does not require full identification: in Bayesian inference the posterior distribution of the parameters of interest is derived by updating a prior distribution to a posterior distribution via a likelihood, irrespective of whether the parameters are fully or partially identified. From a Bayesian perspective, inference is based on the posterior distributions of the causal estimands of interest, which are always proper if the prior distributions are proper.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the morphine study and introduce the notation. In Section 3, we define the causal estimands of interest, clarifying the information they provide in the context of the morphine study. We present the structural assumptions in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the Bayesian approach used for principal stratification analysis and mediation analysis, specifying our modeling assumptions. We present and discuss the results of the analyses in Section 6 and conclude the article in Section 7.
THE MORPHINE STUDY
The morphine study, a double-blind randomized controlled trial conducted between October 2009 and June 2010 at the University Hospital of Florence in Italy, was designed to investigate the effects of preoperative oral administration of morphine sulphate on patients' postoperative pain. A random sample of n = 60 patients aged 18-80 who were undergoing an elective open colorectal abdominal surgery was enrolled in the study: 32 patients were randomly assigned to the treatment group, and 28 patients were randomly assigned to the control group. Before surgery, patients in the treatment group were administered oral morphine sulphate (Oramorph , Molteni Farmaceutici, Italy) , and patients in the control group received oral midazolam (Hypnovel , Roche, Switzerland), a short-acting drug inducing sedation, which is here considered as an active placebo. After surgery all patients received a device for IV-PCA, programmed to deliver fixed doses of intravenous morphine sulphate upon patient demand, with a lock-out time of 5 minutes to avoid excess of sedation or overdose.
The outcome of primary interest was pain intensity measured using VAS scores at rest and for movement (that is, upon coughing). We refer to these outcomes as static VAS and dynamic VAS, respectively. VAS scores were measured using a line of 100 mm where the left extremity is no pain and the right one is extreme pain. Physicians consider a pain score not greater than 30 mm at rest, and not greater than 45 mm on movement as a satisfactory pain relief. For each patient, pain intensity at rest and for movement was measured at 4, 24, and 48 hours from the end of surgery. Here we focus on pain intensity at rest and for movement after 4 hours.
Our objective is to measure the causal effect of preoperative medication on pain relief, accounting for postoperative self-administration of morphine sulphate. Postoperative morphine consumption is a posttreatment intermediate variable, therefore it may be affected by the treatment, and, in turn, it may mediate the effect of the treatment on the primary outcome, in some way channeling part of the treatment effect.
Notation and descriptive analyses
We frame our discussion in the context of the potential outcome approach to causal inference (Rubin, 1974 (Rubin, , 1978 . Each patient who participates in the study can either be assigned to the oral morphine group, z = 1, or to the active placebo group, z = 0. Let Z denote the treatment variable. Under the standard Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA, Rubin, 1980) , for each patient there are two associated potential outcomes for each post-treatment variable. Formally, for each patient, indexed by i, i = 1, . . . , n = 60, let S i (z) be the number of self-administered postoperative doses of morphine sulphate if the patient is exposed to treatment z, z = 0, 1. Analogously, let Y i1 (z) and Y i2 (z) define the potential outcomes for pain intensity at rest and for movement, respectively, if patient i is assigned treatment z, z = 0, 1.
For each patient i, we observe the treatment actually assigned, Z i , and only one potential outcome for each post-treatment variable. Let 
From an epistemic perspective, data contain information on the marginal distributions of the intermediate and final potential outcomes, as well as some information on the distribution of the joint potential values of the intermediate outcome
, that is, on principal stratum membership, and on the conditional distribution of
In mediation analysis, potential outcomes for the primary endpoint are defined as functions of both the assignment variable and the intermediate variable. Specifically, under appropriate versions of SUTVA (see Web Appendix A available at Biostatistics online), mediation analysis assumes that there exist potential outcomes of the form
would be the value of the outcome Y if, possibly contrary to fact, the treatment were set to z and S were set to the value s, and Y i (z, S i (z )) would be the value of Y if, possibly contrary to fact, the treatment were set to the level z and the mediator S were set to the value it would have taken if the treatment had been set to an alternative level, z . For instance in the morphine study, potential outcomes of the type Y i (1, S i (0)) are the values of pain intensity under oral morphine, if the number of doses of morphine were somehow simultaneously forced to attain the value it would have taken under the active placebo. Note that
The existence of potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )), z = z , raises non-trivial ontological problems. Even if one is willing to conceive the intermediate variable as an additional treatment, the definition of a scientifically meaningful and feasible intervention corresponding to potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )), z = z , is challenging and might be quite a stretch (Robins and Richardson, 2011; Imai and others, 2013) . On the other hand, even if we are willing to hypothesize the existence of potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )), the intermediate variable is indeed a post-treatment variable, which can be potentially affected by treatment assignment. Therefore, some potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )) are a priori counterfactuals in the experiment (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002) , because Y i (z, S i (z )) cannot be observed for the type of units such that S i (z) = S i (z ) for z = z . For such type of patients, a priori counterfactuals are not in the data, and in this specific experiment, they cannot be observed, not even on patients of the same type assigned to the opposite treatment. The lack of information in the data on some potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )) raises serious epistemic problems: The marginal distributions of Y i (0, S i (1)) and Y i (1, S i (0)) and their features (such as their means) are fully non-identified for subjects for whom S i (0) = S i (1), even in randomized experiments. Table 1 presents some summary statistics by treatment assignment, Z i . There is some evidence that oral morphine reduces the number of doses of morphine and reduces pain intensity, both at rest and for movement.
CAUSAL ESTIMANDS
A causal effect of the treatment Z on an outcome Y is defined as a comparison of potential outcomes on a common set of units. Here, we focus on the average causal effect of oral morphine on pain intensity, defined as the expected difference between potential outcomes for the study population:
However, this causal estimand does not account for postoperative morphine consumption, S.
Principal stratification analysis may provide useful information by looking at the joint value of the mediating variable under treatment and under control, (S i (0), S i (1)), which is essentially a characteristic of a subject, describing how an individual reacts to the treatment. The framework of principal stratification focuses on causal effects for specific subpopulations defined on the basis of (S i (0), S i (1)), named principal strata. It may provide useful insights, and has the advantage to avoid a priori counterfactuals, because it uses only potential outcomes of the form Y i (z) and S i (z) .
Causal mediation analysis focuses on disentangling un-channeled and channeled effects, the definition of which usually involves potential outcomes defined as a function of both the treatment and the mediator, such as Y i (z, S i (z )).
Principal stratification and principal strata effects
In the morphine study principal strata are defined by to principal stratification analysis. The methods proposed in the literature face these challenges using advanced statistical methodologies, including sophisticated models with a complex structure, which may make inference demanding, especially in the presence of reduced sample sizes, as in the morphine study (e.g., Schwartz and others, 2011) . Therefore, we prefer to avoid introducing heavy model structures, sacrificing some generality and information for gaining clarity. Note that the dichotomization of the intermediate variable implies focusing on channeled and un-channeled effects of a binary mediator, which are different from (and not directly comparable with) channeled and un-channeled effects of the continuous mediator.
Principal stratification with respect to the binary intermediate variable S * partitions patients into four latent groups: (i) patients who would self-administer a low number of doses of morphine irrespective of their treatment assignment: 00 = {i : S * i (0) = 0, S * i (1) = 0}, whom we label as "pain-tolerant patients"; (ii) patients who would self-administer a high number of doses of morphine under the active placebo, but would self-administer a low number of doses of morphine under oral morphine: 10 = {i : S * i (0) = 1, S * i (1) = 0}, whom we label as "normal patients"; (iii) patients who would self-administer a high number of doses of morphine irrespective of their treatment assignment: 11 = {i : S * i (0) = 1, S * i (1) = 1}, whom we label as "pain-intolerant patients"; and (iv) patients who would self-administer a low number of doses of morphine under the active placebo, but would self-administer a high number of doses of morphine under oral morphine: 01 = {i : S * i (0) = 0, S * i (1) = 1}, whom we label as "special patients." A principal causal effect (PCE) is a comparison between the potential outcomes for the outcome Y , within a particular principal stratum (or union of principal strata). Here, we focus on average PCEs:
If one is seeking information on causal mechanisms, it is sensible to start looking at the effects of treatment on the outcome that are associative and dissociative with the effects of treatment on the mediating variable. 
Dissociative PCEs naturally provide information on the existence of an un-channeled causal effect of the treatment on the primary outcome for the sub-population of patients for whom treatment does not affect the intermediate variable in this study (Rubin, 2004) . If dissociative PCEs are all zero, then there is no evidence on the un-channeled (direct) effect of the treatment (Rubin, 2004; Mattei and Mealli, 2011 ). This does not mean that there is no direct effect of the treatment, because associative effects generally combine un-channeled and channeled effects (e.g., VanderWeele, 2008) . Although no PCE can be directly interpreted as a channeled effect, under the assumption that un-channeled effects are homogeneous across strata, we can use associative and dissociative effects to get some clues on the causal mechanisms by which the treatment affects the outcome. Specifically, if associative effects are large in magnitude relative to dissociative effects, it is reasonable to believe that the mediator channels a part of the treatment effect on the outcome. On the other hand, associative effects that are similar in magnitude relative to the dissociative effects suggest that the treatment affects the outcome mainly through other causal pathways rather than through the mediator of interest (e.g., Zigler and others, 2012; Mealli and Mattei, 2012; Forastiere and others, 2016) .
Natural direct and indirect effects
We conduct mediation analysis focusing on the average natural direct and indirect effects (Robins and Greenland, 1992; Pearl, 2001) , which are defined as follows:
for z = 0, 1. NDE(z) measures the effect of the treatment on the outcome Y when the mediator is fixed to the value it would have taken if Z had been set to z, that is, it measures the effect of oral morphine on pain intensity not mediated through the number of doses of morphine. NIE(z) measures the effect on the outcome Y of intervening to set the mediator to what it would have been if Z were set to z = 1 in contrast to what it would have been if Z were set to z = 0, that is, it measures the extent to which oral morphine affects pain intensity, through the number of doses of morphine. Natural direct effects measure the part of the effect of oral morphine on pain intensity that is not due to a change in the number of doses of morphine, while natural indirect effects measure the effect on pain intensity of a change in the number of doses of morphine, which is due to oral morphine (see Imai and others, 2013 , and discussion for an insightful debate on natural effects). Natural effects provide a decomposition of the average total causal effect into the sum of a natural direct effect and a natural indirect effect: ACE = NDE(z) + NIE(1 − z), z = 0, 1. 
Under Assumption 4.1, we can easily identify the total average causal effect, ACE, but here focus is on PCEs and natural direct and indirect effects. In this section we review the assumptions that are usually invoked in principal stratification analysis and mediation analysis, highlighting their different nature.
Structural assumptions in principal stratification analysis
Randomization guarantees that principal strata have the same distribution in both treatment arms, and implies that the treatment is independent of potential outcomes given the principal stratum:
, so that treated and control units can be compared conditional on a principal stratum. This is also true if principal strata are defined dichotomizing the intermediate variable, S.
Unfortunately we cannot, in general, observe the principal stratum to which a subject belongs, because we cannot directly observe both S i (0) and S i (1) for any subject. In the morphine study, each observed group, defined by the treatment actually received and the observed level of postoperative morphine consumption, is a mixture of two principal strata (see Table 2 ).
The latent nature of principal strata makes the identification of PCEs a challenging task. Under randomization, without additional structural assumptions, principal strata proportions and PCEs are only partially identified. In principle, we can avoid introducing structural assumptions using a fully Bayesian approach for inference, which does not need full identification. Bayesian inference can proceed in the usual way, and posterior distributions of partially and fully identified parameters can still be compared (see Introduction for further discussion).
In our study, Bayesian inference is conducted under an additional assumption:
Assumption 4.2 rules out the presence of special patients (01 principal stratum). Although this assumption is not necessary for Bayesian inference, it helps sharpen inference, because under it we can identify principal strata proportions. Assumption 4.2 is not directly verifiable, although it has some testable implications (e.g., Mattei and Mealli, 2011 ) that we have verified. We also discussed it with physicians and experts, who found it substantially plausible due to the pharmacological characteristics of the active placebo.
Structural assumptions in mediation analysis
The definition of natural direct and indirect effects involves potential outcomes of the form
, for z = 0, 1, and thus we need to incorporate them in the assumption about ignorability of treatment assignment:
ASSUMPTION 4.3 Ignorability of treatment assignment in the presence of potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, s). Pr (Z
where S is the support of S.
Moreover, due to the fact that potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )) are not observed in this specific experiment, in order to infer natural direct and indirect effects we need to introduce additional structural assumptions that allow us to extrapolate information on Y i (z, S i (z ) ) from the observed data, thus mixing information across principal strata (Mealli and Mattei, 2012) . To face this issue, mediation analysis usually invokes assumptions that posit an assignment mechanism for the mediating variable, thereby implying that the mediating variable could be, at least in principle, regarded as an additional treatment. Here, we make the following assumption: ASSUMPTION 4.4 Sequential ignorability (Imai and others, 2010) .
Assumption 4.4 is not verifiable. It is violated if there exist unobserved variables that are correlated with both the mediator and the outcome even after conditioning on the observed treatment and the observed pretreatment covariates. The plausibility of this assumption rests heavily on the amount of information contained in the covariates, X. Although the presence of a high number of pretreatment variables does not guarantee that Assumption 4.4 is satisfied, the presence of unobserved variables that may make Assumptions 4.4 untenable is less likely if X is rich enough. In the morphine study, we only have information on two covariates, gender and age, so Assumption 4.4 might be arguable, and results from mediation analysis might not be defensible.
Under Assumptions 4.3 and 4.4, natural effects are point identified (e.g., Imai and others, 2010) . From a statistical perspective, full identification is valuable, making inference on natural effects relatively straightforward. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that without Assumption 4.4 data contain no information on potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z )), z = z . Under ignorability of treatment assignment only, natural effects are partially identified, but without additional assumptions, the worst case bounds (the values at the upper and lower end of the support of the outcome) are required to construct the identification regions. From a Bayesian perspective, the support of the marginal posterior distributions of E[Y i (z, S i (z ))], z = z , is the same as the corresponding prior support, and posterior distributions are identical to the prior distributions if parameters are a priori independent (see Gustafson, 2010 , and Web Appendix A available at Biostatistics online for further details). Recently, alternative causal estimands, named "randomized interventional analogues of natural direct and indirect effects" have been introduced (e.g., VanderWeele and others, 2014) , which can be identified from the data under milder assumptions, even when Assumption 4.4 fails to hold.
BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Bayesian inference is conducted conditional on pretreatment covariates. Covariates do not enter the treatment assignment mechanism (by design), but they enter the sequential ignorability assumption (Assumption 4.4) in mediation analysis. In principal stratification analysis, conditioning on covariates is not required by randomization, however, they can be used to improve estimation because they may be predictive of the principal stratum membership and address confounding due to residual imbalance between treatment groups in finite samples.
Bayesian inference for PCEs
Bayesian inference for PCEs requires the specification of two sets of models: a model for the conditional distribution of the principal stratum membership given the pretreatment variables, and a model for the conditional distribution of potential outcomes given pretreatment variables and principal stratum mem-
(1)) denote the principal stratum membership for unit i, and let
be the observed value of the binary intermediate outcome S
* . Under Assumption 4.2, G i ∈ {00, 10, 11}, for i = 1, . . . , n. Let S * and G be n-dimensional vectors with ith elements equal to S * i and G i , respectively. Under exchangeability, we can assume that conditional on a general parameter, denoted by θ , with prior distribution p(θ), the model has an independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) structure. We specify a Normal outcome model for pain intensity:
10, 11} and z = 0, 1. We assume that conditional on X i and θ , the two outcomes Y i (0) and Y i (1) are independent 1 . For the distribution of principal stratum membership we use two conditional probit models, defined using indicator variables I{G i = 00} and I{G i = 11} for whether patient i is a pain-tolerant patient or a pain-intolerant patient. Formally, define G * i,00 = α (00)
and G * i,11 = α
, where i,00 ∼ N (0, 1) and i,11 ∼ N (0, 1) and independent. Then,
, g = 00, 11 and β (g,z) 
X ), g = 00, 10, 11; z = 0, 1. Given the relatively small sample size in the morphine study, we impose prior equality of the slope coefficients and variances in the outcome regressions across principal strata:
X , and σ 2 00,z = σ 2 10,z = σ 2 11,z ≡ σ 2 z , z = 0, 1. We assume that parameters are a priori independent and use proper but low-informative prior distributions (see Web Appendix B available at Biostatistics online).
Bayesian inference for natural direct and indirect effects
We conduct mediation analysis using estimators based on linear structural equation models, which are not the only possible estimators, but are still widely used in applied mediation analysis. Formally, in the morphine study we specify the following linear structural models including a product term between the mediator and the treatment status in the model for the outcome: 
RESULTS
The posterior distributions of the causal estimands of interest are obtained from Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (see Web Appendix B available at Biostatistics online for details).
Results from principal stratification and mediation analysis
We conduct principal stratification analysis using three cut-off points to dichotomize the intermediate variable S: s * = 8, s * = 12 (the overall study sample median), and s * = 14. It is worth noting that the three cut-off points define different binary mediators, and the joint potential values of each binary mediator define a different sub-classification of units into principal strata. Therefore, PCEs corresponding to alternative cut-off points/binary mediators are different causal estimands, that is, causal effects for different sup-populations.
In the sample, about 60% of patients self-administered a number of doses of morphine greater than 8, and 35% of patients self-administered a number of doses of morphine greater than 14. For each cut-off, Table 3 presents posterior mean, standard deviation and 95% posterior credible interval for the average total causal effect, the PCEs, and the proportions of patients belonging to each stratum.
The qualitative conclusions are similar, regardless the cut-off, suggesting that averaging heterogeneous effects over different sup-populations implied by different thresholds leads to similar average treatment effects. Approximately, the average total effects indicate a 19 points reduction in static VAS and 22 points reduction in dynamic VAS due to preoperative oral morphine administration. Around 70% of patients are pain-tolerant or pain-intolerant. The remaining 30% of patients are normal patients, who would lower postoperative morphine consumption as a consequence of receiving oral morphine before surgery.
Dissociative effects appear to be highly heterogeneous: The effect of oral morphine for pain-tolerant patients, PCE(0, 0), is stronger than for pain-intolerant patients, PCE(1, 1). For instance, if we consider the PCEs for dynamic VAS, a reduction greater than 24.8 points in pain intensity on movement is estimated for pain-tolerant patients under all cut-off points, with the associated 95% credible intervals being large, but located far from zero. Conversely, for pain-intolerant patients, the estimated reduction in pain intensity on movement varies from 5.7 (when the cut-off is set to 12) to 14.4 points (when the cut-off is set to 8). In this case, the 95% credible intervals always cover zero. Also dissociative effects on static VAS are heterogeneous between pain-tolerant and pain-intolerant patients, although the differences between the posterior means of PCE(0, 0) and PCE(1, 1) are smaller, and the 95% posterior intervals for PCE(0, 0) are close to zero or cover zero. The associative effects PCE(1, 0) estimate the causal effects of oral morphine in normal patients. If the cut-off is set to eight doses of morphine, a smaller reduction in pain intensity is estimated for normal patients than for pain-tolerant patients. Because normal patients use a larger number of doses of morphine under the active placebo, this result could indicate a non-negligible channeled effect of positive sign for these patients. If the cut-off is set to 12 or 14 doses of morphine, the large reduction in pain intensity estimated for normal patients could be indicative of a strong un-channeled effect due to the active treatment only. Table 4 presents summary statistics of the posterior distributions for the average total causal effect, and for natural direct and indirect effects. The estimated natural direct and indirect effects show that oral morphine has a strong direct effect in reducing pain intensity both at rest and on movement. The size of the estimated natural direct effects is similar to the size of the total effects (−17.7 and −21.4 for static and dynamic VAS, respectively). Conversely the natural indirect effects are small and their 95% credible intervals cover zero, indicating that the part of the treatment effect channeled by the number of doses of morphine is negligible.
CONCLUSIONS
We conducted Bayesian principal stratification analysis under the randomization assumption (4.1), which holds by design in the morphine study, and a monotonicity assumption (4.2), which is very plausible in the morphine study and holds also in the mediation analysis under the structural model we consider. In mediation analysis we also invoked a sequential ignorability assumption (4.4). In the morphine study, Assumptions 4.4 might be questionable for various reasons. First, only two pretreatment variables are observed. Second, Assumption 4.4 implies that we can extrapolate information on potential outcomes of the form Y i (z, S i (z ) ) from the observed data, by mixing information across principal strata. In the morphine study, both analyses, despite focusing on different causal estimands, suggest that there exists a strong un-channeled effect of oral morphine on pain intensity after surgery, which is through other pathways than the number of postoperative doses of morphine. Moreover principal stratification analysis shows evidence that causal effects are highly heterogeneous across principal strata suggesting further investigations for the different types of patients.
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